
 

QUAD Fluorescent - Pokerdeck

STORY

The Fluorescent Quad playing cards is made by MPC and it is likely going to be
our LAST deck from our Fluorescent series. The QUAD deck is based on MPC's
tree back and card front design and uses special highly fluorescent ink printing
technology for printing the artwork on both sides of the card.

The cards are produced on MPC's M30 linen air light card stock with their renown
BETA finish creating a deck that is very smooth, snappy, springy as well as
flexible, which is needed for all those complex card movements as used in
cardistry and sleight of hand card magic tricks.

UV LIGHT DECK

Put the Fluorescent Quad playing cards under direct sunlight, the deck will bring
about a certain glow to them where you they will certainly impress your friends,
your audience or those around you. Put the deck under UV lighting and be
prepared to shock everyone. The Fluorescent Quad deck is specifically made for
using in dark environments such as bars and nightclubs where you can show off
a magic trick or 2 under their black lighting or UV spot lighting. Let's put it this
way, even if your card tricks don't impress, the Fluorescent playing cards are
sure to bring you straight into the spotlight as once you set your eyes on them,
it's hard to not look at them in awe.

QUAD Editions

The Fluorescent Quad Playing Cards uses 4 fluorescent colored inks, peach,
yellow, pumpkin and neon on both the card front and back as well as on the tuck
box. Inside and out too. The card back contains a white border around the design
and each corner of the design is printed in 1 color so 4 corners equals 4 colors.
This means that if you are able to fan a deck of cards, you can fan out 4 different
colors.

LIMITED RUN

This Quad edition will be a limited run of 2300 decks each so once they are sold
out, they're gone and will not be reproduced again.
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100% RECYCLED TUCK BOX

Doing more for the world that we live in is very important to us which is why we
are going green. The tuck box used for our Fluorescent Quad decks are 100%
made from recycled paper and finished off with a matte water-based varnish to
protect the print.

INSIDE TUCK PRINTING

As on our previous fluorescent ink decks, we will print the 4 colors on the inside
of the tuck box too producing an amazing glow the moment you open the box
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